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I am very pleased to be able to tell you that we have just received a bid to
organise a WHF World Hovercraft Championships from Germany and details
follow later in this Bulletin.
The purpose of this Bulletin is to give you details of the bid and to invite our
Member Country Delegates to vote to accept or reject it.
Also we are able to report on our recent consultations over various issues.
As usual this Bulletin will be circulated to as many people as possible but
please pass it on to anyone who you think may be interested.

Tony M Drake JP. President of the World Hovercraft Federation.
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GERMANY’S BID TO ORGANISE THE WHF WORLD
HOVERCRAFT CHAMPIONSHIPS 2012.
Venue and Dates:
It is proposed to hold the World Championships at Saalburg in Germany,
from Wednesday the 12th until Sunday the 16th of September 2012.
(Saalburg has previously been a European Hovercraft Federation racing
venue in 2010 and a further similar event is planned for 2011).
You will note these dates fall in the schools term time in the UK and most of
Europe including Germany. This has been raised with Germany and we have
been assured that these are the only dates available to them in 2012 due to
other regular and on going commitments on the site.
Endurance Racing (ER):
Because of noise considerations at Saalburg there are limited operating
hours each day. Consequently Germany very much regret they are unable to
include Endurance Racing (ER) in their proposals.
Formula 3 (F3):
The WHF Competition Regulations, section 12, paragraph H, allows an
application for F3 to be omitted from a World Championships and Germany
has asked the WHF to consider this for their bid in 2012. Both your
President and Secretary firmly believe that we should, within reason, be as
inclusive as possible and F3 should be included but this will be a matter for
our Member Country Delegates to decide.
Formula 35 (F35):
Germany would rather not include F35 at the World Championships but have
been advised that, unlike F3, this is not an option under the current WHF
Competition Regulations unless too few craft register. It is likely that F35
will be included very early in the programme of events. Unlike most other
formulae it is difficult to predict how many drivers will enter F35 Germany
suggests that it may be possible, that they switch to Formula 50.
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Determinations:
If you are a Country Delegate you will, in the very near future, be invited to
vote on the following:
(A)

Do you accept the German bid to host a WHF World
Championship at Saalburg from Wednesday the 12th until
Sunday the 16th of September 2012

(B)

Do you accept or reject Germany’s application to omit F3 from
the 2012 World Championships.

Comment:
If you have any comments on the vote please contact your Country
Representative as soon as you can. Details of all Member Countries Delegates
are given at the conclusion of this Bulletin.
_____________________
OTHER WHF ISSUES
You will remember we recently consulted on several issues that were
outstanding from the last full Delegate meeting held following the World
Championships in the United Kingdom.
Six have been resolved as follows:


The Race Course Rule 7.0 ~ D. This will not be changed. The maximum
number of craft on the grid will be at the discretion of the
Organisers.



SCORING AND RESULTS Rule 10.0 ~ C. All drivers completing a race
will be awarded a minimum of one point.

WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP RACES Rule 11.0 ~ C. This was re-affirmed.
A craft with the same driver can only go in one formula. This does not
prevent the same craft with a different driver taking part in a
different formula which is suitable for the craft. This rule may be
relaxed on application to the WHF by a host country if for example
the numbers of participating drivers are low. This rule will not apply to
Endurance Racing (ER).
(continued on next page)
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Protest Procedure. Rule 16.0 ~ D. The protest fee will be raised to 50
Euros. (For simplification the protest fees in Appendix D will also now
be in Euros) and there will not be any further changes to the existing
rules regarding the timing of appeals.



Protest Procedure. Racing will not be held up while protests are
decided.



Time trials ~ Appendix E. It was re-affirmed these will continue at
future World Championships.

This leaves two remaining issues: A maximum engine RPM for F35 of 3600
and the colour of crash helmets.
As there has been so little consultation response regarding F35 it is
proposed to leave the F35 definition as it stands for a further Championship
and then reconsider after that.
Regarding the colour of crash helmets as there is such a wide variation in
opinion it is difficult, if not impossible, to arrive at a consensus. However,
taking a neutral over view of the responses the following seems to emerge:
“Crash helmets should be of very bright colour such that they can,
depending on the nature of the racing environment, be very easily seen.
Reflecting (fluorescent) colours are highly recommended. If relevant
any countries legal requirements will take precedence over this rule but
event Organisers will be required to make this known twelve months in
advance”.
Your Country Delegate will be asked to vote on this in the near future.
__________________
And finally ~
For your information our Member Country Delegates are:

Australia (2)
Peter Streader
Belgium (2)
Michel Thiry
Canada (2)
Ross Wease
Denmark (1)
Uffe Andersen
(continued on next page).

peter.streader@thomson.net
michel.thiry@cybernet.be
rwease@gmail.com
uffeandersen@hovercraftclub.dk
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France (2)
Germany (2)
Great Britain (2)
Indonesia (1)
Ireland (2)
Italy (2)
Japan (1)
Japan (1)
Lebanon (1)
Mauritius (1)
Netherlands (2)
Norway (1)
Poland (2)
Portugal (1)
Slovakia (2)
Slovenia (0)
South Africa (1)
Sweden (2)
USA (2)

Denis Ragot
Michael Rausch
Chris Barlow
Soegiarto Soejatono
David Ryan
Michele Scanavino
Kazutoyo Matsuda
Japan Hovercraft Ass.
Houssam Chamseddine
Siegi Scherrer
Christel Martens
Ornulf Ostbye
Jakub Furmanski
Mario Gonzaga Ribeira
Jaroslav Balaz
Alex Muha
Francois Malan
Magnus Ivanoff
Kent Gano

rpm@wanadoo.fr
rausch@luftkissen.de
chrisbarlow@vfast.co.uk
soejatono@yahoo.com
hoverireland@yahoo.ie
mikiscanavino@libero.it
matsuda7@mb.infoweb.ne.jp
jhover@hovercraft.or.jp
calaw@cyberia.net.lb
hovercraft@intnet.mu
martens.hovercraft.nl@wxs.nl
hovercraftunion@bluezone.no
biuro@pudoszkowce.pl
fpm@fpmmotonautica.org
info@vznasadla.com
info@hovercraft-club.si
f.malan@hotmail.com
magnus@hovercraft.se
kentgano@bellsouth.net

(*) number of votes each country has.
Please inform our Secretary if your country has made any changes.

Franciscusstraat 41
6681 VP Bemmel
The Netherlands
Tel: +31 481-450471
worldhovercraftfederation@planet.nl
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